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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true about language support for Blue Coat
WebFilter on-box database and Dynamic Categorization
technologies?
A. On-box database may contain categorizations for Web sites in
languages that are not recognized by dynamic categorization.
B. If dynamic categorization algorithm correctly identifies the
language of a Web site, then the algorithm can also categorize
Web sites in that language based on Bayes analysis of words
found.
C. Both on-box database and dynamic categorization categorize
Web sites in all human languages, but the precision of
categorization results vary.
D. On-box database and dynamic categorization support the same
list of languages and do not categorize Web sites written in
other languages.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
The DARPA paper defines various procedural patterns to perform
secure system development practices.
Which of the following patterns does it include? Each correct
answer represents a complete solution.
Choose three.
A. Password propagation
B. Red team the design

C. Hidden implementation
D. Document the server configuration
E. Patch proactively
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: The following procedural patterns are defined by
the DARPA paper in order to perform secure software development
practices: Build the server from the ground up: It includes the
following features:
Build the server from the ground up. Identify the default
installation of the operating system and applications. Support
hardening procedures to remove unnecessary services. Identify a
vulnerable service for ongoing risk management. Choose the
right stuff: It defines guidelines to select right commercial
off- the-shelf (COTS) components and decide whether to use and
build custom components. Document the server configuration: It
supports the creation of an initial configuration baseline and
tracks all modifications made to servers and application
configurations.
Patch proactively: It supports in applying patches as soon as
they are available rather than waiting until the systems
cooperate. Red team the design: It supports an independent
security assessment from the perspective of an attacker in the
quality assurance or testing stage. An independent security
assessment is helpful in addressing a security issue before it
occurs. AnswerA is incorrect. Hidden implementation pattern is
not defined in the DARPA paper. This pattern is applicable to
software assurance in general.
Hidden implementation limits the ability of an attacker to
distinguish the internal workings of an application.
AnswerE is incorrect. Password propagation is not defined in
the DARPA paper. This pattern is applicable
to aspects of authentication in a Web application. Password
propagation provides an alternative by requiring that a user's
authentication credentials be verified by the database before
providing access to that user's data.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche der folgenden Punkte sollte einen IS-PrÃ¼fer am meisten
beschÃ¤ftigen?
A. Benachrichtigung der Polizei Ã¼ber versuchten Einbruch
fehlgeschlagen
B. Keine Benachrichtigung der Ã–ffentlichkeit Ã¼ber einen
Eingriff
C. Keine Meldung Ã¼ber einen erfolgreichen Angriff auf das
Netzwerk
D. Keine regelmÃ¤ÃŸige ÃœberprÃ¼fung der Zugriffsrechte
Answer: C
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung:

Das Nichtmelden eines Eingriffs entspricht einem IS-PrÃ¼fer,
der einen bÃ¶swilligen Eingriff versteckt, was ein
professioneller Fehler wÃ¤re. Obwohl eine Benachrichtigung der
Polizei erforderlich sein kann und das Fehlen einer
regelmÃ¤ÃŸigen ÃœberprÃ¼fung der Zugriffsrechte mÃ¶glicherweise
ein Problem darstellt, sind sie weniger besorgniserregend als
das VersÃ¤umnis, den Angriff zu melden. Die Meldung an die
Ã–ffentlichkeit ist keine Verpflichtung und hÃ¤ngt vom Wunsch
oder Fehlen der Organisation ab, das Eindringen bekannt zu
machen.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the purpose of keeping the work site tidy?
A. Just to meet the requirements of the EHS specification
B. Make your work comfortable
C. Prevent nails and other protrusions from injuring workers or
tripping them
Answer: C
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